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Are Urban Hunts Safe and Respectable?

It is early one October morning
in Smalltown, Arkansas. Mrs.
Johnson and her granddaughter Taylor decide to go out for
a walk. Missy, Mrs. Johnson’s
dog, is off running ahead of
them and gets out of sight. A
few minutes later Missy returns
and is covered with blood. Not
knowing what might have
happened, Taylor decides to
go looking the source of the
blood. She walks upon a pile of
deer guts. Dogs, coyotes, and
other animals have been eating on them. Taylor gets sick,
scared and starts running back
to Mrs. Johnson. Mrs. Johnson

had already called the local police a day earlier because she
saw a man walking down the
street with a bow and an arrow
nocked. She was afraid that
Taylor might accidently get hurt
because some redneck was
walking around with a weapon
and shooting at everything that
moves.
The start of this article is based
on fact. There have been cases
reported where incidents like
this have happened. Some
people just don’t follow the
rules and cause all of us to pay
the price. For these reasons the
Game and Fish with the Arkan-

sas Bowhunters Association
have agreed upon a set of rules
that must be followed in order
to insure everyone is SAFE and
it doesn’t create an unpleasant
environment for the people
who live in the town. We have
to remember, “We are guests
in their home town and need
to show them respect for inviting us in.” It only takes a couple
of unpleasant experiences and
we’ll not be invited back.
To keep everything safe and respectful to others, we all must
follow these rules. Below each
rule is a brief explanation of
why they are needed. These

ABA Announces Changes for
2013 State Championship
This year’s ABA State Championship Shoot and final round of
the 2013 Shooter’s of the Year
Competition is shaping up to
be an event to remember! Not
only are two days of 3D Tournaments planned for the gathering this year, some new events
are in the planning.
One of the events that is
taking on a new complexion is
the annual Broadhead Bonanza
to be held both Saturday and
Sunday morning. This year,

anyone that shoots in the event
will have their name submitted
for a chance at either an Elite
Hunter compound bow or a
custom made longbow built
by Elmer Patton of Crow Creek
Bows. The rules have changed
just a bit for this year’s Bonanza. The gear has to be the gear
that you would use if you were
actually in the woods hunting.
Camo gear and hunting bows
only!
One of the events new to
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the Fall Shoot this year is a
Bowhunter’s Flea Market. Got
something bowhunting related
around not being used that you
want to sell? Got some gear
that is in too good a shape to
get rid of or doesn’t quite fit
anymore? Bring it on in and
stick a price on it. One person’s
excess can be another’s gain.
The Bowhunter’s Flea Market

continued,
see Championship
page 11

are not the only reasons but
some of the main ones.
•Pass the International Bowhunter Education Program
course. This course stresses
hunter safety, respect for the
landowner, and helps the hunter to know how to make a clean
and ethical kill.
•Attend an urban hunt orientation. Rules change from year to
year. Everyone must attend to
understand the changes.
•Pass a shooting proficiency

continued,
see Urban Hunt
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In Memoriam
AGFC
Officer 1st Class

Joel
Campora
A true Hero and
Kindred Spirit
July 23, 1980 May 31, 2013
Our thoughts and
prayers go out
to his family.
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ABA

President’s Message
By Jeff Smith

I would like to start my last message off by thanking my Executive Committee for all the voluntary work that
you do! It has been a good 4 years for me but due to changes in my life and not feeling like I can devote the
time it needs, this is my last term for awhile. I would like to keep helping with the urban hunts to ease the load
off the next president and to let him focus on A.B.A. issues at hand. As I was saying a big THANK YOU goes
out to all the Executive Committee that has been with me thru this venture!
I would like to throw out there that the ABA is a bow hunting organization that is made up of volunteers that
love the art and meaning of the word bowhunters. Throughout the years, the art of 3D has taken off in a big
way and clubs have formed all over the state, causing a saturation of clubs in the state. With this saturation,
small clubs are not able to survive because there are too many shoots to go to. I think we have let greed get in
the way of the real reason we are all here and that is our love for BOWHUNTING. Back in the day (early 90s
) there weren’t that many clubs. The clubs that were around offered shoots once a month because there was
nowhere else to shoot. Now, however, there are clubs and shoots every weekend, which is nice, but it has divided us so we are not supporting all the clubs. We are all bowhunters and we love bowhunting, that’s why we
like to shoot the 3D critters during the off season. I would like to see the presidents of all the clubs start working
together and not hold their club shoots on the day of another clubs invitational within a reasonable mileage.
That way, everyone can benefit from a good shoot. With us doing this, we are putting each other out of business and that is definitely not what we want!
Roy is coming up with some great ideas for the ABA to help its members give back to the sport of archery
and get more kids involved. Details will be at the Fall Shoot. I hope to see everyone there and remind you there
are several Field Governor positions open. Please step up and help make a difference. Remember, the Broadhead Bonanza is going on and you must wear full camouflage (breeches and shirt).
In closing, I would like to again say THANKS to the Executive Committee for all the help you’ve given me
through the years and THANKS to all of the Members who have helped me and allowed me to be the President
of a great organization!!!!!!!!

Jeff Smith

Jeff Smith
President, Arkansas Bowhunters Association
Master Instructor I.B.E.P
870-540-6385
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Legends
By Roy Junyor
May 26, 2013 - at the
Bayou Meto Invitational
With only three people signed
up in the Barebow Division, I
found myself sitting in a comfortable third place behind
the Forest brothers. I saw my
chances fade altogether when
another competitor came walking up. Yep. It was Mr. Frank.
With that, I walked to my truck
to get my notebook and camera.
It was time to interview Franklin Thigpen.
Franklin, like most of us, started shooting a recurve, and then
switched to a compound. With
the switch, bow sights were
not a part of his “evolution”.
The division Frank shoots in is

of
the
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Fall

called the Barebow Division.
Over the years, it would be hard
to estimate how many points
this man has scored.
Mr. Frank’s first shoot in the
A.B.A. was in 1968. He has
only missed two shoots since
then; one in 1971 for a car
wreck; and another in 1995

for heart bypass surgery. He
has never missed a single Ben
Pearson Memorial shoot. This
year marks the 33rd year for
this event.
As with most bow hunters,
his first bow kill is his most
memorable. His first deer came
in 1974, while hunting on the
White River Refuge near East
Moon Lake. It was a doe that
field dressed at 86 pounds, and
won a “Big Doe” contest. He
was using a Browning recurve
and a Bear Razorhead.
Franklin currently shoots a
1991 Oregon bow. He purchased two sets of limbs from
the late Calvin Rowe, a fellow
barebow competitor, which allowed him to shoot his favorite
bow until present day.
If you want to enjoy a shoot
like we used to, pull the sights

- Sights to the Left - Sights to the Right Franklin Thigpen, Dead Center

off of your bow, get a glove,
and try the barebow division.
Only then will you understand
why the Arkansas Bowhunters
Association considers Franklin
Thigpen a true Legend of the
Fall.
Roy Junyor is the Vice President of the Arkansas Bowhunters Association.

2013 ABA and Affiliated Club 3D Shoot Schedule
If you haven’t had a chance to attend a 3D tournament at a local club yet, it’s not too late! For the big
one, plan to attend the Arkansas Bowhunters Association’s 2013 State Championship Shoot and Broadhead Bonanza. This is also the final round of the
ABA Shooter of the Year Tournament. Come enjoy the
finale of one of the most competitive shoots all year
long and see who is going to win one of the coveted
“Shooter of the Year” Belt Buckles.
The schedule is as follows:

Wednesday August 21st
Twin City Bowhunters
(Western Illinois Trophy Outfitters Inv)

Saturday August 10th
Ingram Archery (Hoyt AR 3D State Championship)
Izard County Stick Shooters
Little River County
Fordyce Archery (Invitational)
Dyke Springs (Invitational)

Saturday August 31st
Holla Bend

Sunday August 11th
Ingram Archery (Hoyt AR 3D State Championship)
Izard County Stick Shooters
Dyke Springs (Invitational)

Sunday September 8th
North East AR Bowhunters (Hunter Shoot)
Izard County Stick Shooters

Saturday August 17th
Prairie 3D Archery
Twin Lakes Bowhunters
Central Arkansas Bowhunters
Pine Bluff Bowhunters
Sunday August 18th
12 Ring Archery
N E A Bowhunters
Tuesday August 20th
Twin City Bowhunters
(Western Illinois Trophy Outfitters Inv)

Saturday August 24th
Holla Bend
Scatter Creek
Sunday August 25th
Bayou Meto Bowhunters (Bayou Classic)
Fulton County Bowhunters

Saturday September 7th
Hot Spring County Bowhunters
Izard County Stick Shooters

Saturday September 14th
ABA Fall Shoot and Broadhead Bonanza (SOY)
Sunday September 15th
ABA Fall Shoot and Broadhead Bonanza (SOY)
Saturday September 21st
Holla Bend (Traditional Only)
Sunday September 22nd
Fulton County Bowhunters
(Shooter Appreciation Shoot)
Check the ABA website at www.arkansasbowhuntersassociation.org for up to date information and
changes to Club shooting schedules.
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Land Lost

By Ricky Harris
“When I looked back out
of the blinds window I was
startled by the sight of a doe
standing there, just ten yards
away!”
I had been bowhunting on my Aunt Audie’s old
house place property near
my home for many years and
had found a real hotspot to
bow hunt from. My son and
I have taken probably a dozen deer both bucks and does,
from that one spot including three good eight points,
one of which was my second
biggest bow buck and one
that was my son Max’s first
ever bow kill and his first
buck from the same spot.
My aunt passed away a
few years ago and a year
later I was surprised to see
a “For Sale” sign had shown
up on the side of the road in
front of the drive onto the

property. I called one of my
cousins who verified that it
was indeed for sale. I called
the realtor handling the
property and quickly discovered it was priced way out of
my price range due to
its proximity to
a new housing
development.
I
continued
to hunt the
property for
several more
years until one
day this past
spring I saw a
“SOLD” sign
had appeared
there. I went
up the
hill the next day, and I stood
there for some time and
reflected on all the many,
many hunts my son and I
had there over the years in
this special place before I
pulled my stand and feeder
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and took them home for the
last time.
I had few options available to me around my home
for places to hunt. Back
when I was a kid, you could
hunt around here pretty
much wherever you wanted
to without a worry, but not
so anymore. I knocked on
some doors to get permission to hunt other
properties in the
area, but had no
luck. With no
other option, I
put up a pop-up
blind, trail-cam
and feeder on the
edge of my own
property practically within sight of
my house early in
the year to allow the
deer time to get used to it.
I was pleasantly surprised
when I actually had a few
pictures of deer showing
up from time to time during daylight hours during
the week when everyone
was gone to work. The first

time I sat in the blind, I had a
big doe skirt the edge of the
property through the brush
out of bow range, but it was
very encouraging.
A few sits later, on September 27th, about 10:30 in
the morning, I was watching
some fat squirrels enjoying
my corn on the ground. I was
thinking about going home
because it was beginning to
get hot inside the blind, but
when I looked back out of
the blind’s window, I was
startled by the sight of a doe
standing there just ten yards
away! The way she just appeared it was like the doe just
popped up out of the ground
and started eating corn. Deer
never cease to amaze me!
Once I calmed myself
down a bit, I managed to
carefully reach up and turn
on my video camera, draw
my bow and line up for the
shot without being spotted.
Even at that short distance
Continued on next page

Hunters Feeding the Hungry
By Brian Emmons
Ever had a hard day
of hunting or at work and
just can’t wait to get home
to a big plate of spaghetti,
topped with sauce made
with deer meat from last
season’s success? Or just
can’t wait to get home to a
big warm bowl of your famous chili, also made with
deer meat you harvested?
Ever had such a successful season that you were
not able to consume all of
your success before the next
season and would like to
know what to do with the
extra meat?
There are families all
across Arkansas not able to
have a good meal every day.
One organization, known as

Arkansas Hunters Feeding
the Hungry, or AHFH, is
trying to help feed these
needy families in Arkansas
by collecting wild game
meat from hunters that
have more than they can
use. Last year there were
thousands of pounds of wild
game donated to AHFH by
hunters all over the state.
The ABA, in partnership
with the Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission,
helps support the AHFH by
requiring Urban Deer Hunters to donate their first doe
harvested. This has generated thousands of pounds of
meat for needy, hungry families. But this is not enough!
The AHFH program is trying hard to provide a goal of

1.5 million meals per year.
All hunters, not just the
Urban Hunters, can donate
their excess meat to help
provide a meal like the ones
you look forward to having
after a hard day.
The ABA is proud to be
able to support the AHFH
program by getting hunters to donate game, as well
as helping with monetary
donations for processing.
Last year the ABA donated
about $3,800, raised in large
part through urban hunts,
to help with the processing
cost. This isn’t a lot when
you look at the AHFH’s
annual expense of around
$100,000 just for processing
and distribution of meals
to the needy. You can also

help by leaving a few dollars with meat processors to
help cover the costs.
Let’s all join in and do
what we can to help the
AHFH provide as many
meals to hungry Arkansans
as possible. For a list of
the 67 participating processors and more information on Arkansas Hunters
Feeding the Hungry, please
go to their website at www.
arkansashunters.org.
Brian is an ABA Field
Governor for the Central
District and IBEP Instructor certified by the NBEF.
He is an avid hunter and
can be found at a 3D shoot
most weekends or in a tree
during deer season.
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Continued from page 4
the doe dropped slightly
at the shot before the Rage
tipped arrow connected, but
it was still right in the boiler
room. The deer mule kicked
and tore out of there. She
made a big circle and crashed
almost right back in front of
the blind and I caught it all
on film! Although it was just
a doe, I was excited taking
her with my bow, and as
always, any animal legally
taken with a bow and arrow
is a trophy to me.
Although I was saddened
by the loss of the prized
hunting spot I had hunted for
years, it still worked out in
that I have lots of memories
from hunts up on the hill and
I harvested a nice healthy
doe with my bow on my
own land. I couldn’t be too
disappointed!

EAT MORE DEER!
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My Incredible Season

By Brent Pack
I had an incredible season last year! I participated
in the urban hunt at Fairfield
Bay, where I took 32 deer. I
also filled my 6 regular season tags for a total of 38, all
with my bow. I realize there
is a maximum of 500 points
for deer but I thought maybe
I would get an honorable
mention or something. I was
able to do this while working full time as a Registered
Nurse in the Emergency
Room at Clinton.
Here are the dates and sex
of harvest:
9/8 Doe; 9/10 6 point, 3
point, and 4 point; 9/25
Button buck; 10/3 doe, button buck; 10/4 button buck,
spike; 10/9 doe; 10/10 3
point and 2 does; 10/11 3
point; 10/15 doe; 10/23 9
point; 10/30 10 point; 10/31
7 point; 11/7 doe and 3 point;

11/12 button buck; 11/13
button buck and 2 does;
11/21 doe; 11/22 doe; 12/6
doe; 12/10 button buck;
12/11 doe; 12/13 doe; 12/17
doe; 12/27 button buck;
12/31 doe; 1/08 spike; 1/21
2 button bucks; 2/4 doe; 2/6
button buck.
Some people assume I
had a place where deer just
walked by but it was a lot
of work and hundreds of
hours in a tree. I was feeding at 6 or 7 stands all season
with cameras on 4 of them.
Each week, after my third 12
hour shift at work, I would
go in the dark and feed and
swap cards on my cameras.
I would go graph out morning and evening feeding
times at each location to determine my best odds, then
be in my tree an hour before
daylight. I am very proud of
this because I supplied a lot

of families with venison and
helped to reduce the herd
at Fairfield Bay. Thanks for
taking time to promote bowhunting.
Brent Pack is a first time
contributor to The Arkansas
Bowhunter. He is a RN at the
Clinton Hospital.

Test your tracking?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Answers page 11

Membership Application
Annual membership in the Arkansas Bowhunters Association entitles you and all members of your
household to participate in activities of the organization. Life Membership has the same benefits without the payment of annual dues or fees.

PLEASE PRINT: 								
DATE:______________
MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATION:
ANNUAL ($15.00)
LIFE ($250)
						
NEW MEMBER
RENEWAL
NAME:_________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________
CITY:_________________________________ STATE:______ ZIP:_________________
TELEPHONE (HOME):______________________ (WORK):______________________
REFERRING MEMBER: __________________________________________________
HOME CLUB (if applicable):________________________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________
Check here to receive newsletter via email
Please complete this form
and mail with your remittance to:

Arkansas Bowhunters Association
P.O. Box 23264
Little Rock, AR 72221-2832
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The SAFE
Bowhunter
Treestand Safety

by J.D. Crawford
Archery season is right around
the corner and like me, every
bowhunter is itching to climb a
tree in anticipation of that monster buck. But merely climbing
into or out of a tree stand or
other elevated platform to hunt
puts you at risk. Long hours
spent waiting in a stand, as well
as poor hunting techniques, can
lead to accidental falls. During
the 2011-2012 hunting season
there were 22 hunting related
incidents reported by the Arkansas Game & Fish Commission. Of those 22 incidents, 12
of them involved some type of
elevated platform, 2 of the 12
were fatalities.
To protect yourself, always put
safety first, use good judgment
and follow these recommendations :
• Purchase a commercial stand
that is manufactured, certified
and tested to the Treestand
Manufacturers Association’s
(TMA) standards.
• Read the manufacturer’s instructions and watch the video
that accompanies the stand.
• Always use a Fall Arrest System (FAS) that is manufactured
to TMA standards and includes
a full-body harness. Attach
your FAS to the tree while at
ground level, and keep it attached throughout your hunt,
from the time you leave the
ground until you get back down
to the ground.
• Practice with your tree stand
and FAS at ground level, using
all safety devices that were included with the stand. Then
continue to practice, gradually
going higher. Practice shooting
from your stand while wearing
your FAS.
• Carry a signaling device, such
as a whistle, cell phone, twoway radio, or personal locator
beacon (PLB) to let others know
if you have a problem.
• Never exceed the weight

limit of your stand or FAS. Remember the maximum weight
includes you plus your equipment.
• Do not climb with anything
in your hands or on your back.

and completely separated from
the tree. I didn’t have time to
think about grabbing the top of
my stand. The only thing that
kept me from falling 30 feet to
the ground was my safety harness.
As I’m hanging there, I looked
at the bottom platform, now
dangling by the tether line. The
aluminum supports that hold

that question, but if I could be
there when they are preparing
to climb into that stand, I would
tell them this story. I would
tell them that properly wearing and using a safety harness
while hunting from a treestand
should be just as important as
putting your child in a car seat.
In closing, I hope everyone
has a safe and enjoyable hunting season and as responsible
bowhunters, insure that we are
doing everything we can to promote safety within our sport.
J.D.Crawford is a current
Field Governor with the ABA.
He is also an International
Bowhunters Education Program Master Instructor and a
Hunter’s Education Instructor
with the Arkansas Game and
Fish Commission. J.D. is also a
full-time Safety Manager with
the USAF Reserve component
at the Little Rock Air Force Base
Safety Office.

A Thank You to
Members of the
ABA from an
ANASP Coach

This is a letter from David Streeter, Coach of the
Hamburg High Archery
team to the ABA:
J D Crawford in a position you don’t want to be in.
Use a haul line to raise and
lower all hunting equipment
on the opposite side of the tree
from your climbing route.
It can happen to anyone and
last October it happened to
me as I was hunting in Conway
County. It was 6:15 in the morning when I approached the tree
that I would be hunting out of.
I placed my climbing treestand
on the tree which I had climbed
the day prior, hooked my bow
and hunting pack to haul lines
and attached my safety harness
to the climbing rope. I had
climbed approximately 30 feet
and had just pulled my bow up
and placed it on a hook when
the unthinkable happened. In
the blink of an eye, the bottom
platform of my treestand broke

the cables in place had broken
at the welds, causing it to fail.
I cut the tether line and threw
the platform away from the
tree and then began the task of
getting myself down the tree.
I’m sure that if someone had
of been watching, they would
have gotten a good laugh at the
40 year old man with his legs
wrapped around a tree, trying to slide down ever so cautiously.
When I finally got to the
ground, I realized that the only
thing hurt was my pride and a
beautiful early morning deer
hunt. I began to think “Why is
it that so many people refuse
to wear a safety harness while
hunting from a tree stand?” I
really don’t have an answer to

We have recently traveled to Louisville, KY to
compete in the National
School shoot. We were
able to shoot the highest
score we have ever shot
but were still short of contention with the Kentucky
schools. Resulting from
the shoot, we now have
a male student, Daniel
Foster, who is tenth in the
nation in his category and
a female student, Lorna
Shelton, who is twentyfifth in hers. We are proud
of all of the shooters and
appreciate the three hundred dollars the Arkansas
Bow hunters Association
donated for our trip.
Thanks again!
David
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Fairfield Bay
Urban Deer

by Mark Harbour
The 2012 Fairfield Bay Urban Deer Hunt
season came to an end with 292 deer harvested and checked with the police department. Lori Bates at Clinton Meat
Processing reports that her facility alone
received 135 donated deer resulting in
5,072 pounds of meat for four different feeding
agencies. Hunters Feeding the Hungry pays for the processing of
these donated deer with funds received mostly from hunters.
Several impressive bucks were taken during the hunt and can
be seen on the Fairfield Bay Deer Hunt Facebook page. Indications
are that the FFB deer herd is healthy and will grow unless numbers
are controlled.
The first deer density spotlight survey was conducted in 2011 by
the AGFC. The result of that survey was 150 deer per square mile,
well above the optimum number of 42 deer per Ozark square mile.
Subsequent surveys were 138 deer per square mile in 2012 and 144
deer per square mile in 2013. Once the urban archery hunts started,
the deer density stopped growing and deer numbers leveled off.
Total deer harvested in the 2011 season was 264 deer. Total deer
harvested in the 2012 season was 292 deer. Of those numbers 62%
were doe deer. Bucks 8 points or better made up 11% of the harvest.
In 2011 70% of the deer were killed in September. In 2012 70% of
the deer were killed in September and October.
Overall the 2012 season progressed smoothly. However, Fairfield
Bay did have a few problems: cameras, stands, and feeders were
stolen from hunters; some conflicts arose between hunters and residents; and some stands were hung without the hunter’s name and
phone numbers. One resident cut down trees across roads to block
hunter access. One hunter hung a stand and feeder 53 yards from
one home and 68 yards from another home. This hunter’s stand
and feeder could be plainly seen from four different homes and the
paved road. The stand was legal but it caused several complaints.
The most common hunter complaint was another hunter moving in
too close to a stand or corn pile. The most common resident complaint was hunters hunting too close to homes.
It was a good year for deer hunters. The all-time Arkansas deer
harvest record was surpassed in December with two months left in
the season. The year’s scarce amount of acorns made baiting deer
an effective hunting technique. One Fairfield Bay hunter killed 32
deer and several hunters killed over a dozen deer. Some hunters
never released an arrow.
If you need more information on the Fairfield Bay Urban Deer
Hunt or need a place to hunt in Fairfield Bay, feel free to contact
Mark Harbour, Deer Coordinator, on Facebook at Fairfield Bay
Deer Hunt, or by email at harbourm@clinton.k12.ar.us or call 501551-1858. This is not my real job, I’m just an appointed volunteer.
Mark Harbour is the Fairfield Bay Deer Hunt Coordinator and
represents the Fairfield Bay community.

continued, see Fairfield Bay page 11
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Vice President’s Message
By Roy Junior

The “Main Event” is rapidly approaching! I am not
talking about the “King of the Bayou Classic” at Bayou
Meto, the Team Coon Shoot at Izard County Stickshooters or even the ABA Fall Shoot and Bowhunter Bonanza,
which by the way, is September 14th and 15th , I mean
the opening day of Bow Season!
The shoots are great and lots of fun, but folks, it’s
time to put some meat in the freezer! Remember,
SHARP Broadheads and “If it’s brown, it’s down”! Good
Hunting.
Check the schedule in the August Newsletter for the
dates of local club shoots. For rules on the Bowhunter
Bonanza at the ABA Fall Shoot, call me at 501-733-7245.

Shooter Of the Year
Standings

Spring
ABA

12-Ring Maynard

Izard
Co.

PRO
John Robertson
248
249
249
238
Lane Murry
242
251
254		
BHR						
Shawn Ritchie
248
246
257
237
Heath Brashears
235
248
256		
Keith Wood
238
244
246
223
SENIOR						
Larry Denton
258
238
246		
Loren Lane
252
239
266
207
UNLIMITED					
Greg Jackson
244
239
248
216
Brian Earls
238
213
256
236
HUNTER						
DeWayne Chambers 248
238
270
252
Wade Tucker
211
224
240
235
Brian Emmons
239
235
252
225
J.D. Crawford
233
232
250
220
LADIES PINS					
Amy Chambers
234
242
258
248
Carrie Crawford
215
222
240
215
Jodie Robertson
231		
256
246
LADIES UNLIMITED				
Karen Powell
224
222
228		
BAREBOW					
Aaron LeCour
196
230
249
234
Danny Clark
198
220
220
200
RECURVE					
Travis Maynard
222
236
242
173
Glenn Jolley
225
215
234
197
LONGBOW					
Glenn Jolley
229
220
222
206
YOUTH						
Patrick Tucker
176
229
240
234
CUB						
Mason Barg
255
256
264
256
PEEWEE						
Lainey Barg
197
227		
200

Delta
270
266
262
250
254
256
251
260
222

249
205
244
233
213
215
213
209
209
257
250

With the Fall ABA yet to shoot. GOOD LUCK!
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Urban Hunt
continued from page 1

test at the orientation. Making a clean and ethical kill requires skill
with a bow. This insures that only qualified marksmen are shooting
in the urban setting.
•Pay annual permit fee of $50 at the orientation. This fee covers
hunters insurance, helps Hunters Feeding the Hungry processing
cost, includes membership in the Arkansas Bowhunters Association, and helps provide training material for bow hunting education classes. Excess funds are used by the ABA to support youth
archery programs and bow hunter’s rights in Arkansas.
•Possess a valid (resident or nonresident) Arkansas big game license. All hunters must be 16 or older. Only valid Arkansas Sportsmen are allowed to hunt in Arkansas therefore must possess a
valid hunting license. The Urban hunts are no exception.
•Use only a longbow, recurve or compound bow with at least
35-pound pull and broadheads at least 7/8-inch wide (mechanicals
OK); string-locks are not permitted.
•The ABA supports the use of hand drawn and hand released archery equipment. Therefore no crossbows. Also only equipment
that will be powerful enough to make a clean and ethical kill.
•Hunt in designated areas, and if hunting on private property, hunters must possess written permission from the property owner.
•Hunt at least 50 yards from designated trails and parks.
•Hunt at least 50 yards from any occupied dwelling without written permission.
•Residents live in these areas and don’t need to feel like prisoners. We are guests in their living space and must show respect by
only hunting in designated areas for their safety. Leave their living
spaces alone and only hunt in the designated areas.
•Keep all bows cased to and from stands. Everyone is not a supporter of hunting. Some residents do not want their children even
seeing a bow or arrow. Keeping it covered up is a safe and respectful way to transport your bow.
•Shoot only from stands at least 10 feet above the ground (no
ground blinds). Today’s archery is fast and can travel for long distance. Shooting down helps insure the arrow sticks in the ground
after being shot.
•Cover harvested animals from sight before transporting/moving
from the field. Some residents do not want to see the harvested
animal. Out of respect of the residents, get your game out as quietly and inconspicuously as possible.
•Remove harvested animals during daylight hours if at all possible.
Residents do not want people walking around their yards with
flashlights after dark. Remember this is their homes, they don’t
want strangers around them.
•Donate first deer to Arkansas Hunters Feeding the Hungry. The
ABA is a big supporter of AHFH. They do a great job in helping
to feed people all over the state. We encourage every hunter to
donate to this cause. Hungry people all over the state are grateful
for our donations.
•Check deer online or by telephone at 866-305-0808. All deer
harvested in Arkansas are to be reported to the AGFC. The AGFC
does a great job helping to manage the deer population all over
the state. Proper deer management will insure a healthy herd for
years to come.
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•Call the local urban check station and report your harvest. City
officials need to insure that their efforts to control the population
are actually working.
The following is the harvest report provided by AGFC. Last year
the urban hunts took a total 784 deer. Below is a breakdown of
the urban areas.

Urban Area		
Fairfield Bay		
Russellville		
Lakeview		
Heber Springs		
Bull Shoals		
Cherokee Village
Horseshoe Bend
Totals			

Kills
292
51
8
22
146
174
91
784

Does
173
37
7
15

Bucks
129
14
1
7

Unknown

Unknown

98
51
381

76
40
267

The AGFC is making a few changes for the 2013-2014 season. All
of these changes will be finalized and covered during the orientations. This year there will be a change in the way you check your
deer. The AGFC has assigned a zone for each of the urban hunting
areas. These will be called “Urban Deer Zones” and will be selected
as the zone to check your game. The placard will have a place on
the back for you to record your harvest game. You will be required
to record all harvested deer on this placard. There will be more on
these and other changes covered during the orientation.
Urban hunts can be very enjoyable for everyone. We must all respect the residents by following all the rules. Being respectful and
following ethical practices will insure that urban hunts are a win/
win for everyone. The ABA’s motto is “A successful urban hunt is
one that takes place and the local residents never knew anyone
was there.” Be safe, be respectful, and be as elusive to the residents as that monster buck. Best of luck to all of you in this year’s
hunting season.

Do you have any extra deer meat
leftover? Try this…
Cowboy Cabbage Soup
By Jan McCallie

Prep Time – 30-45 Minutes
Makes 6-8 Servings
Ingredients:
2 lbs. ground venison – browned and drained
1 medium head of cabbage - chop and boil 10 mins. minimum,
drain
1 -32 oz. can V8 Juice – regular or spicy
2 -15 oz. cans chopped tomatoes
2 cans Rotel
2 cans red kidney beans
2 pkgs Italian dressing
Directions:
- Mix together V8 Juice, chopped tomatoes, Rotel, red kidney
beans and Italian dressing in a large pot. Bring to a boil.
- Add meat and cabbage. Bring to a boil.
- Reduce heat and simmer 30-45 minutes, stirring occasionally.

Eat & Enjoy!
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Championship
continued from page 1
will be set up in the pavilion
across from the clubhouse.
Vendors are also welcome to
set up a booth. Please contact
Roy Junyor, ABA Vice-President
for details.
Everyone is invited to come
and join us for a Sunday Sunrise Devotional beginning at
7am. Services will be led by
Bo Weaver of the Twin City
Bowhunters of Texarkana. It
promises to be a very uplifting
service with music, fellowship
and a chance to give God the
thanks and glory for what he
has provided for us in our love
of the outdoors.
Prior to the Sunday round
of shooting, a meeting of the
ABA membership will be held
and elections for the Executive
Committee offices of President
and Treasurer. Also, if you are
interested in becoming more
involved with helping the ABA
represent the bowhunters, affiliated clubs and the sport of
bowhunting in Arkansas, posi-
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tions are also open for Field
Governors. We currently have
a shortage in these positions
and need members willing to
step up and represent the ABA
membership in one of the six
districts statewide.
Please plan to attend the
2013 Arkansas Bowhunters Association State Championship.

Fairfield Bay
continued from page 9
Editors Note: In order to participate in the Fairfield Bay Urban
Hunt or any of the State sanctioned Urban Hunts held in the
State of Arkansas, bowhunters
must apply for a permit from
the Arkansas Game and Fish
Commission, have completed
the International Bowhunter
Education Program course, attend one of the Urban Hunt Orientations and pass a shooting
qualification test administered
by the Arkansas Bowhunter’s
Association.
Answers:
1. Beaver
2. Coyote

3. Bobcat
4. Bear
5. Turkey

G
et
your ad

in the next
edition of
Th

e
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Reasonable Rates to fit any budget
Call J.D. Crawford
501-733-2921

Arkansas Bowhunters Association, Inc.
Executive Committee
2013-2014

President:
Jeff Smith
894 Grant 10
Sheridan, AR 72150
501-540-6385

Vice President:
Roy Junyor
P.O. Box 1021
Greenbrier, AR 72058
(501) 733-7245

Treasurer:
Barry Connell
P.O. Box 686
Green Forest, AR 72638
(870) 480-6106

Secretary:
Carrie Crawford (12)
10 Sarah Ct.
Greenbrier, AR 72058
501-733-9126

Immediate Past President:
Bob Bynum
369 De Vore Rd.
Gould, AR 71643
870-374-0134

Legislative Chairman:
Jim Myers
P.O.Box 285
Monticello, AR 71655
870-818-2704

Field Governors

District 1: Northwest
Joel Smith (14)
6789 State Hwy. 309
Paris, AR 72855
(479) 438-0367

Shawn Ritchie (13)
P.O.Box 226
Pottsville, AR 72858
479-280-2462

District 2: Northeast
J.D. Crawford (14)
10 Sarah Ct.
Greenbrier, AR 72058
(501) 733-9126

Ken-Tay Heigle (13)
1675 Floral Rd.
Concord, AR 72523
501-206-8604

District 3: Central
Dewayne Chambers (14)
51 Smith St.
Morrilton, AR 72110
(479) 650-7858

Brian Emmons (13)
51 Schultz Rd.
Vilonia, AR 72176
(501) 796-8900

District 4: Southwest
Ronnie Adams (14)

Don Gulledge (13)
18 Hazelwood Rd.
Conway, AR 72032
(501) 730-8855

District 5: Southeast
Kevin Knight (14)
P.O. Box 63
Ulm, AR 72170
(870) 830-8344

Keith Wood (13)
1019 S. Main
DeWitt, AR 72042
870-946-3046

District 6: North Central
Wayde Henderson
9 Thessing Lane
Conway, AR 72032
501-327-7912

William Hunt (13)
215 Azey Lane
Clinton, AR 72031
501-253-1211
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By Shawn Ritchie
As archery season nears, our
minds stray from 3D shoots ,
work , golf or whatever it is we
may do during “ the off season”
. We start putting out cameras,
setting up feeders and trying
to figure out the pattern of the
game we are going to hunt.
But we often don’t attend to
the single most important item
that makes you successful as an
archery hunter, making clean
humane kills and ensuring the
game you hunt is harvested in a
quick, ethical manner.
Broadhead tuning is something I do every pre-season,
even if I use only one particular
bow for hunting. Some people
don’t pick up a bow after archery season is over until a few
weeks before the next season,
while others either shoot in the
back yard year around or in 3D
tournaments.
Regardless of
which you do, chances are when
you are shooting, it is with field
points. I hear “My broadheads
and field points fly identical”
all the time! Next time, before
you say that, take a real close
look at where your broadheads
and your field points are hitting.
Even with all the new expandable broadheads, there is going
to be a sizeable difference in the
two.
This is how I tune broad-

heads:
1. I make sure the shaft I am
shooting is properly spined for
my broadheads. Simply because you shot field archery all
year and did well does not automatically mean the shaft has
enough spine for your broadheads. Field points are more
evenly balanced throughout the
point, whereas,

a
broadh e a d ’s
weight
is
much
more
forward of center,
often changing the
FOC (front of center),
this being more so with a
fixed blade vs. an expandable.
I also make sure my broadhead
is perfectly straight with my insert by spin testing it. If it’s not,
I heat up the insert in the shaft
and turn it and my broad head
until it is straight.
2. Your arrow should be straight
to within .001of an inch. You
can shoot a cheaper bow with
straight, properly spined arrows
better every day, all day, than
you can an expensive bow with
under-spined arrows that are
straight to .006 of an inch.

Pre-Sorted
Standard

Conway, AR
Permit #16

3. Now to tuning. Make sure
you are getting no contact between the arrow’s fletching and
the arrow rest, cables or riser.
To check this, spray foot powder 12 inches or so down the arrow shaft beginning at the nock.
This will put a fine white powder on your arrow and fletching . After shooting the arrow,
check the arrow rest and riser
as well as the arrow’s shaft and
fletching. If there is a line down
the shaft or powder from the
fletching has rubbed off onto
the rest, riser or cables, contact
has removed the powder. If no
contact has been made, you are
ready for step 4. If your arrow
is making any contact, fix this
issue before continuing. You
cannot tune a bow and arrow
properly that are
making contact.
4. I am a fan
of paper
tuning.

If you shoot bullet holes with
your field points, you should do
so with broad heads. Most right
hand shooters will get a low
right hand tear when changing
from field points to broad heads.
The first step to take, if you get
such a tear, is adjust your arrow
rest up or down, right or left until the tear is even. Once that is
done, I go to the yard.
5. Make your first shot with
broadheads at 10yds. If the
arrow hits safely in the target,

scoot back to 20yards. Take
your target and place a straight
line from the top center dot all
the way down the target to the
bottom center dot (I use brightly colored tape). Make sure the
tape line is completely vertical.
Move only your 20 yard pin
until your arrow is hitting dead
center height wise and left and
right. Make sure your bow is
perfectly level when doing this.
If your bow is not level on each
shot, you will cast arrows right
or left. Take your time and get
that first pin perfect! Once you
have your 20 yard pin set, go
back to 30 yards and shoot your
20 yard pin at the same dot.
The arrow will hit low and that
is fine. Make five or six good
shots and mark all your good
shots.
6. Scoot back 10 more yards
(to 40 yards) and repeat. If your
arrows hold that line, you are
ready to set your other pins and
go hunting. If, however, your
arrows steadily go more left or
right as you move back, then
you need to make rest adjustments. For example, if you are
dead on at 20 yards, an inch
right at 30 yards and two inches
right at 40 yards using your 20
yard pin, adjust your rest no
more than 1/32 of an inch to the
left, go back to 20 yards and repeat the entire process.
It may seem like a lot of work,
but by season’s end, it will pay
off.
Shawn Ritchie is an ABA Life
Member and 2012 Bowhunter
of the Year. He actively competes in the ASA during the off
season and won the ASA Pro
Trophy.

